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Abstract 
 

With the advent of various technologies and digitization, popularity of the data mining has been increased for analysis and growth pur-

pose in several fields. However, such pattern discovery by data mining also discloses personal information of an individual or organiza-

tion. In today’s world, people are very much concerned about their sensitive information which they don’t want to share. Thus, it is very 

much required to protect the private data. This paper focuses on preserving the sensitive information as well as maintaining the efficiency 

which gets affected due to privacy preservation. Privacy is preserved by anonymization and efficiency is improved by optimization tech-

niques as now days several advanced optimization techniques are used to solve the various problems of different areas. Furthermore, 

privacy preserving association classification has been implemented utilizing various datasets considering the accuracy parameter and it 

has been concluded that as privacy increases, accuracy gets degraded due to data transformation. Hence, optimization techniques are 

applied to improve the accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

With the technological revolution, a huge amount of data is being 

collected and as a consequence data mining technologies are used 

for the extraction of useful information from huge compilation of 

digital data. However, this immense quantity of data, if publicly 

available, can be employed for growth and development as well as 

in several applications. An enormous amount of data is processed 

to obtain certain useful information in the area of data mining. 

Major techniques of data mining are classification, clustering and 

association [1].  

Classification is an important technique which is used in our day 

to day life. Classification process is a supervised learning process 

that classifies by keeping the target class into consideration. Vari-

ous classification methods such as Decision Tree, Naive Bayesian 

classifier, Support Vector Machine, Neural Network, Associative 

Classification etc. exists [1].Amongst Classification, associative 

classification technique is preferred due to its simplicity and inter-

pretability characteristics[3]. After classification task, such data is 

used for analysis and prediction. But at the same time that data 

contains private or sensitive information due to which sometimes 

there might be inappropriate data available that leads to low min-

ing result. Hence, to solve this problem, there subsists a field of 

privacy-preservation of data [6]. 

Privacy-Preserving technique preserves the private or sensitive 

information of an individual and at the same time utility of that 

data is also maintained [2]. Hence, focus is made on the construc-

tion of class association rules generated by associative classifica-

tion and by applying privacy-preserving techniques on these rules 

to prevent its disclosure to uncertified population or nation [11]. 

Thus, privacy preserved class association rules are formed which 

protects the sensitive patterns from being disclosed. 

Privacy-preserving associative classification (PPAC) covers a 

wide range of applications such as recommended system used in 

online shopping credit card fraud detection, phishing detection 

video surveillance, , Stock trading data that helps in finding sig-

nals to sell and buy, e-mail authorship, etc.[2] [5] [6]. 

Optimization technique is used to find the better solution either 

maximizing or minimizing depending on the problem [10]. Here, 

optimization methods are used for maximizing the outcome or 

accuracy as it is degraded while preserving the privacy. 

The structure of this paper is: This section contains the basic 

thought of optimizing privacy preserved class association rule. 

Section 2 includes generation of class association rules. Section 3 

provides generation of privacy preserved class association rules. 

Section 4 constitutes optimization Section 5 includes implementa-

tion and discussions. Section 6 contains conclusion and future 

scope. 

2. Generation of class association rules 

Class association rules (CARs) are type of rules which provides 

association between frequent items in such a way that frequent 

items are on the antecedent part and class is on the descendent part 

of the rule [15]. CARs can be produced by various associative 

classification algorithms. Several algorithms exist for associative 

classification namely Classification based on Multiple Association 

Rules (CMAR), Classification based on Association Rules Gener-

ated in a Bidirectional Approach (CARGBA)Classification based 

on Predictive Association Rules (CPAR), Classification based on 

Association (CBA) [4] [12]. Amongst these, CBA algorithm has 
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been utilized for the generation of CARs as it is simple algorithm 

and provides better accuracy as compared to C4.5 [15]. 

Classification based on association (CBA) comprises of three 

steps. The first step includes continuous attributes upon which 

discretization has been performed. In second step, using CBA-RG 

algorithm, class association rules (CAR) are generated, and in the 

third step CBA-CB is used to build a classifier which makes usage 

of newly formed CARs [3]. 

The core practice of CBA-RG algorithm is to determine each rule 

items that consist of support greater than minimum support [3]. 

The CBA-CB algorithm yields the supreme classifier from the 

total package of set of laws which comprises a calculation of eve-

ry practicable parts of it from the training data and the part had 

been chosen whose rule sequence is correct, furthermore with the 

target of generating minimum number of errors [3]. There exits 

2m such parts, where m stands for quantity of rules [3]. This algo-

rithm follows heuristic approach and the classifier built by CBA 

performs better compared to C4.5 

For building CAR, CBA-RG called rule generator algorithm is 

used. The main task of CBA-RG is to discover all the rules whose 

support is greater than specified minimum support [3]. A rule item 

is of the form:  

f_items -> c  

Where, f_items is frequent items and c is class label.  

The support of a rule can be calculated as 

(rulesupCount / |D|) *100% [3]  

Where |D| is the dataset. 

The confidence of a rule can be considered as, 

(rulesupCount / f_itemssupCount)*100% [3] 

The advantage of CBA is that it is simple algorithm which pro-

vides useful class association rules. Also it has some limitation 

like training the dataset often generates large number of rules lead-

ing to redundancy and it has the issue of over fitting [5]. This is-

sue of over fitting can be solved by pruning strategies such as 

support, confidence, coverage etc. 

3. Generation of privacy preserved class asso-

ciation rules 

Privacy preserved association rules (PPCARs) are types of CARs 

in which sensitive rules are protected through privacy preserving 

techniques [6]. Many privacy preserving techniques namely 

Anonymization, Randomization, Cryptography etc. [5] [11] exists. 

Anonymization has been employed as it is more flexible compared 

to other existing techniques [11]. It is a process of remov-

ing/modifying the identifying variables or identifiers contained in 

the micro-data dataset. 

Identifiers can be of the form explicit, quasi, sensitive and non-

sensitive [8]. Explicit are those identifiers which provide direct 

specific information. (Example: name, phone number etc.) Quasi-

identifiers can be single attribute or combination of attributes 

which leads to the specific identification. (Example: age, occupa-

tion etc.) Sensitive attributes are such attributes which reveals the 

private information of a specific individual. Non-sensitive attrib-

utes if disclosed in any condition may not lead to release the pri-

vacy of any individual. 

The process of anonymization can be described visibly as given in 

below figure 1&2: 

 

 
Fig. 1: Before Privacy-Individual Person Can Be Identified. 

 

The CARs produced can be integrated with the publically availa-

ble information for tracing the sensitive information or personal 

identification. But, after applying k-anonymization i.e. k=2; the 

scenario changes as depicted in below figure: 2, wherein the dis-

closure of the person cannot be done or sensitive information re-

mains hidden. Similarly, according to the requirement, the level of 

k can be increased for preserving the privacy by anonymization. 

 

 
Fig. 2: After Privacy-Individual Person Cannot Be Identified. 

4. Optimization 

The area of data mining greatly augments and adapts several 

methods from optimization [13]. The choice of suitable optimiza-

tion method depends on the type of optimization problem. 

The two foremost optimization approaches used are Combinatorial 

Optimization and Mathematical Programming [13] [15]. The main 

difference between these two approaches are combinatorial opti-

mization is used for discretized datasets whereas mathematical 

programming can accept continuous values also. 

An example of combinatorial optimization includes genetic algo-

rithm, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization etc. 

Amongst these genetic algorithms has been selected for maximiz-

ing the outcome or output due to its ability to find optimal solution 

in less amount of time to NP-hard problems [20]. Genetic algo-

rithms are search methods based on the principle of natural selec-

tion and concept of survival of the fittest [13].  

Examples of mathematical programming comprises of neural net-

work, integer programming, linear programming, quadratic pro-

gramming etc. Amongst these, neural network has been consid-

ered due to its characteristics such as high tolerance to noisy and 

incomplete data. Neural network is a set of inter connected units 

[10]. Each connection has a weight associated with it and this 

weight will be updated as per the error found until the terminating 

condition gets satisfied. 

The complete view of the work done in this paper can thus be 

expressed as given in below figure: 

 

 
Fig. 3: Optimization of PPCAR. 

 

The genetic algorithm has been proposed to improve the accuracy 

of PPCARs. Hence, various parameters required to implement the 

genetic algorithm are fitness function, selection process that com-

prises of selection of parents and genetic operators namely cross-

over and mutation, encoding as well as decoding of chromosomes. 

Here, the fitness function has been proposed to check the fitness. 

The Fitness Function is divided into three parts. First part is about 

“Attribute Coverage”, second part denotes “confidence” of each 

CAR and third part denotes “support” of each CAR. 

Suppose S = {C1, C2…Cn} 

Each CAR (class association rule) is defined as a combination of 

antecedents and class label. CAR [QI], QI = Quasi Identifier, 

Aj=items in CAR 

 

So the fitness function will be, FV (k) = Count (A) in PPCAR + 

conf (ck) in S+ Sup (ck) in S 
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Let’s take an example to understand the calculation of fitness 

function. Suppose following are the CARs obtained. 

[6 15 23] → 1 

[6 15] → 1 

[6 23] → 1 

[5 16] → 0 

[5 16 23] → 0→ 

Then, to find the fitness value according to the proposed fitness 

function, following two steps are required to be carried out: 

 
Table 1: Binary Encoding Into Chromosomes (Step1) 

Original 

CARs 

Frequent Items Class 

Label 
Chromosomes 

5 6 15 16 23 

[6 15 23] 

→1 
0 1 1 0 1 1 011011 

[6 15] →1 0 1 1 0 0 1 011001 

[6 23] →1 0 1 0 0 1 1 010011 

[5 16] →0 1 0 0 1 0 0 100100 
[5 16 23] 

→0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 100110 

 

In step 1, original CARs are converted into chromosomes by bina-

ry encoding. Here, frequent items from all the CARs are taken into 

consideration and if particular item is present then it is marked as 

‘1’ else ‘0’ as shown in above table 1. 

 
Table 2: Fitness Value Calculations (Step2) 

Chromosomes 
Count of 

Antecedents 

Confidence 

of Rule 

Support 

of Rule 

Fitness 

Value 

011011 3 0.925 0.27057 4.19557 

011001 2 0.91379 0.29068 3.20447 

010011 2 0.91371 0.32709 3.24278 
100100 2 0.91209 0.30347 3.21556 

100110 3 0.90184 0.26874 4.17058 

 

Then, calculation of fitness value is done considering the parame-

ters as specified and the fittest will be taken as parents for the 

production of generation and the it continues until the termination 

criteria is satisfied. 

5. Implementation 

The four real datasets obtainable from UCI data repository are 

taken into contemplation. The MATLAB tool and Windows oper-

ating system are utilized to carry out the implementation. Several 

preprocessing required such as removal of noisy and missing val-

ues, discretization and sampling were carried out on these da-

tasets. The dataset composition [21] is as given in the below table 

3: 
Table 3: Dataset Information 

Datasets 
Number of 
Attributes 

Number of 
Instances 

Number of 
Class 

Census Income 11 30719 2 

Mammography 6 961 2 
Bank Marketing 17 45211 2 

Contraceptive Method 

Choice (CMC) 
9 1473 3 

 

Initially, associative classification algorithm namely class based 

association (CBA) is considered for producing class association 

rules (CARs). Then, calculation of accuracy and training time by 

setting the appropriate level of confidence threshold as 0.6 and the 

support threshold at 0.2 and is done for various dataset 

The below given table 4 shows the results of accuracy achieved 

and execution time required to run each dataset. Here, accuracy 

has been considered as an evaluation parameter and it is calculated 

as:  

Accuracy (%) = Number of correctly classified instances/Total 

number of rows * 100 

 
Table 4: Accuracy and Execution Time 

Datasets No. of CARs Accuracy (%) Execution Time (sec) 

Mammography 8 82.042 156.920 

CMC 12 70.842 933.612 
Census Income 20 72.081 40449.029 

Bank Marketing 34 75.173 75432.983 

 

Then, privacy preserving technique specifically k-anonymization 

is applied to preserve the privacy of these CARs. Now, after ap-

plying k-anonymity on rules, following results have been obtained 

using MATLAB tool. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Accuracy and Privacy. 

 

It can be seen from the above figure 4, that at various privacy 

levels, accuracy has been inspected considering different database. 

However, it can be concluded that accuracy decreases with in-

crease in privacy level. i.e. accuracy achieved at k=2 for a particu-

lar dataset is more than accuracy achieved at k=6. Because as data 

is more transformed, privacy is secured better but at the same time 

due to transformation of data, accuracy is degraded. 

Privacy preserved class association rules (PPCARs) are generated 

using class based association (CBA) technique and anonymization 

respectively and such rules were optimized by genetic algorithm 

(GA) considering the accuracy parameter. The result generated 

regarding their comparisons are as follows: 

 

 
Fig. 5: PPCAR Accuracy (%) by Utilizing CBA and GA. 

 

As shown in above figure 5, accuracy calculated for PPCARs 

considering all the datasets is found more in GA which performs 

optimization as compared to CBA method. In above figure Da-

tasets 1: Mammography 2: CMC 3: Census Income 4: Bank mar-

keting is to be taken into consideration. 

Further PPCARs were optimized by neural network (NN) also 

considering the accuracy parameter. The result generated regard-

ing their comparisons are as follows: 

 
Fig. 6: PPCAR Accuracy (%) by utilizing CBA and NN. 
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As shown in above figure 6, accuracy calculated for PPCARs 

considering all the datasets is found more in NN which performs 

optimization as compared to CBA method. In above figure 6, on 

the x-axis datasets represents; Dataset 1: Mammography 2: CMC 

3: Census Income 4: Bank marketing is to be taken into considera-

tion. 

GA and NN techniques were compared considering accuracy pa-

rameter and it has been found that both the techniques almost 

provide the same accuracy which can be clearly concluded from 

below given table 5: 

 
Table 5: Comparison of Genetic Algorithm and Neural Network 

Data set 
No. of 
PPCARs 

Accuracy (in 

%) 

NN GA 

Mammography 8 75.12 74.56 
Contraceptive Method Choice 

(CMC) 
12 64.68 65.56 

Census Income 20 66.98 68.79 
Bank Marketing 34 71.89 71.23 

 

However, GA and NN techniques differs while considering the 

time factor into consideration and the graph for training the differ-

ent datasets are as given below. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Time Taken for NN and GA. 

 

It can be concluded that neural network consumes more time to 

train the network as compared to genetic algorithm. In above fig-

ure Datasets 1: Mammography 2: CMC 3: Census Income 4: Bank 

marketing is to be taken into consideration. 

6. Conclusion 

Class association rules (CARs) produced by associative classifica-

tion technique namely class based on association (CBA) method 

discovers the interesting patterns which can be helpful for making 

decisions as well as classification purpose. But, an attacker could 

misuse this information and hence privacy preserved CARs were 

formed by employing anonymization wherein privacy gets pre-

served. Certainly accuracy gets degraded due to the data transfor-

mation and hence as privacy increases, accuracy decreases. Thus, 

accuracy is improved by utilizing optimization techniques specifi-

cally genetic algorithm (GA) and neural network (NN).  

However, GA and NN were compared with CBA wherein it was 

found that they outperform over CBA considering accuracy pa-

rameter. Further, it can also be concluded that GA is better than 

NN considering time factor whereas the accuracy achieved is al-

most similar by both the methods. 

The work can further be extended by considering the distributed 

scenario as future scope. Also, other evaluation parameters can be 

considered for efficiency as well as the side effect of hiding 

PPCARs can also be explored. 
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